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Much has been written about psychological and political dimensions of instructor-student interactions in a conventional design studio environment. Similar attention has also been given to the power dynamics and toxic hierarchical relationships in the conventional formal review format. However, I argue, that a closer look at the real time acts involved in a ‘crit’ session between instructor and student, reveal the significance of the instructor’s ability to draw, to communicate concrete and abstract ideas, spatial representations, technical details, in a timely and succinct manner. These skills go a long way in establishing instructor-student relationship, with the student constantly looking to prove their drawing skills and the instructor demonstrating their degree of ‘comfort’ with subject matter. However, since the days of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, technologies for quick drawing, what I here call annotation, have significantly evolved, continuously (re)producing the ‘technological generation gap’ between instructor and student. With proliferation of increasingly complex software for drawing production, instructors felt ‘left behind’, often unable to show the same level of proficiency with each new design software, as students. Latest developments in digital annotation through various
hardware and software platforms, have however, shifted the dynamic yet again, bringing digital (vector) hand annotation back into fold. This paper is a reflection on my own experiences as a design faculty in India and the US, and my evolving relationship with the crit session. I argue against mono-functional analyses of the studio crit as, a ‘case’ for studying instructor-student power dynamics, an interrogation of teaching-learning effectiveness in design, or a search for best practice in techniques alone. I propose instead that the crit session, the act of drawing, the spatial format of meeting (virtual or in-person), the interactive technologies in play, are all part of an assemblage that co-produce instructor-student relationships, learning outcomes and design itself.
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